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Subject: Re: date and place of future lectures on Loschmidt 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2003 03:40:35 +0200 

To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

Thank you for your latest letter. It would be nice to have a record so soon. I expect some 

scientists attending my lectures in Japan might be visiting Loschmidt homepage soon and it 

would be great if they can "attend" your lecture there. 

Currently we are testing digitalisation of an audio record from the Austrian radio. 

Please, accept my SINCERE congratulations to the honoration of your son. It must be great 
when you, as a parent, see your children doing well in his life carrier. Please enjoy that 
great event and good luck with your presentation. 

Your, 

Jiri Damborsky 

P.S. I hope you received also my 8-points letter sent to you after my return from Japan 

and could see the photos from the event in Ostrov on the Loschmidt Web (section 
Proceedings). There has been made some changes on the mailing server of my provider - if 

you do not receive replies to your e-mails from my side in near future, there could be 

again some problems with e-mails delivery. 
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Dr. Jiri Damborsky 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph +420-5-41129377, fax +420-5-41129506 
e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://nebr.chemi.muni.cz/~jiri 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/loschmidt 
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

To: Jiri Damborsky 

Sent: Wednesday, October 08, 2003 6:39 PM 

Subject: Re: date and place of future lectures on Loschmidt 

Dear Professor Damborsky, 

I am happy to know from your e-mails that you returned from Japan safely. 

As soon as I know the dates of my Loschmidt lectures in Leicester, Edinburgh and Glasgow, | will 

let you know. 
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Actually I have just learned that the Rochester Institute of Technology would like me to give the 

lecture on Couper and Loschmidt the day after tomorrow, which is a day when my son Daniel is 

being honored there. I will inquire whether a recording might be possible. 

With all good wishes I am 

Yours sincerely, 
Alfred Bader 

Jiri Damborsky wrote: 

Dear Bader: 

>There is one query in your e-mail of September 20th which I did not answer. Namely, about an 

audio record of my next Loschmidt lecture. The next will be given in Leicester, Edinburgh and 

Glasgow ... 

Could you please send me also more details (date, hour, place ...) of your lectures in 
UK as soon as they are known? We will announce them on the Loschmidt web in the 

section Lectures. Thank you. 

Best wishes, 

Jiri Damborsky 
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Dr. Jiri Damborsky 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 
Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 
Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph +420-5-41129377, fax +420-5-41129506 

e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.¢cz/vjiri 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/loschmidt 
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Dear Professor Damborsky, 

In response to your long e-mail of last Friday, I do hope that the Charles University will not be able to 

lure you away. We really do need you as the Loschmidt Professor. 

Undoubtedly you will make some effort to learn German and in time will master it. 

Of course when you visit us in Milwaukee I will take time to go through the many folders on 
Loschmidt which we have at home. 

I am convinced that Professor Potacek is not so difficult because of you. He would be difficult with 
any Loschmidt Chair not specifically picked by him. And he has been difficult with us even though 
he must know that we try to help chemists, not just in Brno but throughout the Czech rEPUBLIC. 

It is you who must make the decisions about the 1.4 million Czech Crowns in the Loschmidt Chair 

Fund. 

Please do keep in mind that as soon as a new academic is hired, we will send an additional $5,000 via 

the Joint to increase your salary. 

Do you know anything about Dr. Storek and have you looked into the work on the other Bader Fellow, 

Dr. Kamil Paruch, who might be a possibility. As you know, either would get $30,000 from us, to 

help his students over his first three years and surely that would help. 

Of course when you visit us in Milwaukee you will see our collection at home and also my art gallery. 

To turn now to your last question, | am afraid I cannot help you. I simply do not know how academics 

are evaluated, particularly after they have received tenure. I think the best man to help you will be 

Professor Kocovsky who I am sure will give you detailed help. So will Professor Noe who is the 
Dean in Vienna and must know all about such matters. 

On Thursday I have been invited to speak on Loschmidt at the University of Pennsylvania in 

Philadelphia. There is a hurricane called "Hurricane Isabel" coming close to Philadelphia and I am 

not certain that I will be able to give that talk. But if I can, I will certainly find out who might answer 

your question there. 

With all good wishes I remain 

Yours sincerely, 
Alfred Bader 

Jiri Damborsky wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader: 
I returned from Prague a few hours ago. I attended the meeting on the occasion of 75th 
anniversary of the Czechoslovak Microbiological Society. It was only by invitation and I 
was the youngest participant (invited as the representative of the holders of the Society 
prize "Young Microbiologist of the Year"). I spoke with the Vice-Dean of the Faculty of 

Science of Charles University, who expressed her hope, that I will become Professor of 

Microbiology in the future since this is needed for the Microbiology as discipline in our 
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country ... I was afraid to tell her, that it is too late, that I am already Professor of 
Chemistry :-). 

5. [like Professor Kocovsky very much and hope that he might be involved in picking the winners 

of the Lieben Award which will be given annually beginning in November 2004. I look forward to 

visiting him in Glasgow in November and giving a lecture on Loschmidt. 

Give my sincere regards to Professor Kocovsky when you visit him in November. 

Regarding your website, please consider using the 12 firsts given by Wiswesser on p.17 of the 

Aldrichimica Acta, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1989 which I know you have. I think that the most 

comprehensive article about Loschmidt is mine in No. 22, 1998 issue of the Bulletin for the History 

of Chemistry . The last paragraph should be used to amend Wiswesser's list of 12. 
Thank you for your valuable advises. I will modify the web as you recommend. 

My article entitled Josef Loschmidt, the Father of Molecular Modeling appeared in the Proceedings 

of the Royal Institution, Vol. 64, 1992, pp.197-205. My title "The Father of Molecular Modeling" 

has been attacked particularly strongly by Professor Schiemenz and perhaps the title is an 

overstatement. 
You may have noticed that we included this statement to the "flash" running on the web. 
If you think this should be removed or modify, please let me know. 

Essential for your work will be the book entitled Pioneering Ideas for the Physical and Chemical 

Sciences - Josef Loschmidt's Contributions and Modern Developments in Structural Organic 

Chemistry, Atomistics, and Statistical Mechanics edited by W. Fleischhacker and T. Schonfeld, 

specifically for the 1995 Symposium in Vienna. The book is expensive and when we meet | will 

give you a copy. 

This book was lent to me by Prof. Skursky. Two chapters about Josef Loschmidt 
contributed by you have already been scanned and will appear as full text on the web 

soon. I would be pleased to have my own copy of the book. 

It would indeed be great if you could visit us in Milwaukee. You could of course stay in our home 
and look at many hundreds of letters and papers relating to Loschmidt. I also own what ts, I 

believe, the only copy of Loschmidt's 1861 book existing in the United States. 
We plan to be in England from the end of October until December 19th but in January and February 

we plan to be in Milwaukee. However, I must caution you that winters can be very cold here and 
traveling in the winter can be chancy. Still it would be great to see you here. 

Thank you very much for your kind invitation. It will be a big honour to stay in your 
home. I am looking forward to meet you again, but also work on the materials you have 

collected. I would like to digitalise everything, what has some historical value, that it can 

be stored for future investigations as well as given to the public via our web (of course, if 

you permit). I would later on discuss with you technical details ... I can bring with me 

Portable PC as well as scanner. 

Do you think you will find a little time to help me with selection of the most important 

documents? As you know, unfortunately, I can not read German and I assume, that 
most of the documents will be in this language. I hope not to ask too much, since I am 

sure your time is very valuable. 

As I mentioned above, Professor Potacek has not replied to my long e-mail to him of July 31. 

However, I note that I have not replied to one technical query which he sent to Yechiel Bar-Chaim 

on July 23rd. That query reads "The Loschmidt fund has been raised up by 80,000 CZK (spent for 
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buying support of equipment at Department of Organic Chemistry) and by interest for the whole 

period of deposition that is 84,349.27 CZK. It means the sum reached 1,423,111.61 CZK. It is up 

to you now to decide whether the fund should still be deposited at sub account of Masaryk 

University where the interest will be calculated according the regularly published interest rates by 

Czech National Bank like it was in the past. Alternatively, it is possible to found a new account for 

Loschmidt Chair at a bank and to get an evidence of this money and regular statements but of 

course any transfer and movement of money will be charged as well as a fee is paid regularly for 

having the account itself. Unfortunately nowadays the interest is very low (about 1.25%) and is still 

going down and I am afraid that the interest will not be able to cover all the expenses connected 
with the cost of the account." 

Neither Yechiel Bar-Chaim nor I have replied to this technical question simply because we do not 

know how to answer it. Certainly the 1,423,111 CZK should be used by you and I would like to ask 

you to make the decision exactly in which bank account this should be held. How can Professor 

Potacek expect someone in Paris or in Milwaukee to know how the Loschmidt Chair should hold 

the money? 

I will start with your last question. I do not understand the attitude of Prof. Potacek. He 

is making all things related to Loschmidt Chair as difficult as possible. Originally I though 

this is because I (not chemist by training) received the Chair, but now my feeling is that 
this has nothing to do with me and even the best young organic chemist of the country 
would not be good enough for the Loschmidt Chair. It is fortunate, that people like Prof. 

Kocovsky, Prof. Skursky and both former and present Deans are so supportive to 

balance such an attitude. 

On Thursday I spoke with the major economist of the Faculty (Ing. Zlomkova) asking 
her for advice whether to keep funds on the sub account of the Faculty or on account in 
the bank. To my surprise, she recommended the later option and informed about this 

proposal also Dean (Prof. Gelnar). The money would be transferred to the bank, while 

the sub account at the Faculty will still be used to "download the money" from the bank 
for my salary. The evidence of the money will be on both levels - bank and Faculty, 

which I believe may be appreciated also by you and Mr. Bar-Chaim. 

The money will be used for my salary (amount $20.000 per year) and the rest I plan to 
use for purchase of durable equipment for my research. Czech and European grant 
agencies provide only part of the total amount (~50%) and it was extremely difficult for 
me in the past to get the rest of the money (surprisingly enough the Czech grants can 
not be combined and my chances to get so called "institutional money" from the 
University were close to zero). 

Please, let me know if you agree with the proposal above (account in the bank and use 

of money mainly for the durable equipment). 

This year's contribution of $20,000 for the Loschmidt Chair has now been sent by the Joint to the 

Masaryk University. The additional $5,000 will follow as soon as the new chemist starts his work. 
Prof. Gelnar contacted Dr. Storek and is waiting for his reply. 

Professor Christian Noe is an old chemist friend, a brilliant chemist, and now Dean at the 

University of Vienna. I hope that he will be the University's representative on the Lieben Prize 

committee. His home address is 

Rieglergasse 4 

Wien XVIII 
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AUSTRIA 

and his home telephone number is 431 478 4091. It is so easy to drive from Brno to Vienna and 

you will really enjoy meeting Christian and perhaps also his wife, Marion, who is a medical doctor, 

and his three little girls. 

While you are in Vienna you should also meet another expert on Loschmidt who also knows a great 

deal about the history of chemistry in the Czech Republic. This is Dr. Robert Rosner whose 

telephone number is 431 769 8607. He also is a very old friend and both are described in my 
autobiography. 

Thank you so much for getting me in touch with such a prominent scientist. It will be 
both honour and a pleasure to meet them. I will first read about them in your book ... 

for me this has charm to meet "legends" from the books. 

Do you think it would be possible for me to visit also your collection of paintings during 
my visit to Milwaukee? I do not understand art too much, but this collection is special is 

also described in your book and was used on Sigma-Aldrich catalogues. 

Finally I would like to ask you again for a favour. Our Dean is considering to initiate 
some kind of evaluation of Faculty staff members, which should involve both pedagogical 

and scientific activities. The purpose is to show publicly that some people are working 

very hard and have appropriate results (e.g., articles in respected journals, good 
responses on lectures from students), while others do hardly anything (better say do 

"faculty politics" since they have more time for it). I am very positive about this idea, as 

I feel this could be the first step to bring "fresh air" to our old Departments and gradually 
increase quality of teaching and research. I promised the Dean to help him by collecting 

information how this is done at other Universities. I believe evaluation must be done ina 
very transparent, objective and decent way not to cause any harm (e.g., the use of 
impact factors for such evaluation can be very good if done carefully). Could you 

recommend me whom to ask? I am sure Prof. Noe and Prof. Kocovsky might be a good 

candidates and I will certainly contact them, but it would be good to have information 

how this is done also at (best) American universities. Thank you for any advice you can 
give me on this regards. 

It is late and corrections of the Ph.D. Thesis of my student are still waiting for me. Iam 
looking forward to hearing from you. Take you time with response. 

Have a nice weekend, 

Jiri Damborsky 
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Dr. Jiri Damborsky 
Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 
National Centre for Biomolecular Research 
Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 
Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph +420-5-41129377, fax +420-5-41129506 

e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/~jiri 

http ://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/loschmidt 
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Subject: Fw: Your e-mail 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Fri, 12 Sep 2003 23:42:01 +0200 

To: "Bader Alfred & Isabel" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

I returned from Prague a few hours ago. I attended the meeting on the occasion of 75th 
anniversary of the Czechoslovak Microbiological Society. It was only by invitation and I was 

the youngest participant (invited as the representative of the holders of the Society prize 

"Young Microbiologist of the Year"). I spoke with the Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Science of 

Charles University, who expressed her hope, that I will become Professor of Microbiology in 

the future since this is needed for the Microbiology as discipline in our country ... I was 

afraid to tell her, that it is too late, that I am already Professor of Chemistry :-). 

5. I like Professor Kocovsky very much and hope that he might be involved in picking the winners of 

the Lieben Award which will be given annually beginning in November 2004. I look forward to 

visiting him in Glasgow in November and giving a lecture on Loschmidt. 

Give my sincere regards to Professor Kocovsky when you visit him in November. 

Regarding your website, please consider using the 12 firsts given by Wiswesser on p.17 of the 

Aldrichimica Acta, Vol. 22, No. 1, 1989 which I know you have. I think that the most comprehensive 

article about Loschmidt is mine in No. 22, 1998 issue of the Bulletin for the History of Chemistry . 

The last paragraph should be used to amend Wiswesser's list of 12. 

Thank you for your valuable advises. I will modify the web as you recommend. 

My article entitled Josef Loschmidt, the Father of Molecular Modeling appeared in the Proceedings of 

the Royal Institution, Vol. 64, 1992, pp.197-205. My title "The Father of Molecular Modeling" has 

been attacked particularly strongly by Professor Schiemenz and perhaps the title is an overstatement. 

You may have noticed that we included this statement to the "flash" running on the web. If 
you think this should be removed or modify, please let me know. 

Essential for your work will be the book entitled Pioneering Ideas for the Physical and Chemical 

Sciences - Josef Loschmidt's Contributions and Modern Developments in Structural Organic 

Chemistry, Atomistics, and Statistical Mechanics edited by W. Fleischhacker and T. Schonfeld, 

specifically for the 1995 Symposium in Vienna. The book is expensive and when we meet | will give 

you a copy. 
This book was lent to me by Prof. Skursky. Two chapters about Josef Loschmidt 

contributed by you have already been scanned and will appear as full text on the web 

soon. I would be pleased to have my own copy of the book. 

It would indeed be great if you could visit us in Milwaukee. You could of course stay in our home 

and look at many hundreds of letters and papers relating to Loschmidt. I also own what 1s, I believe, 
the only copy of Loschmidt's 1861 book existing in the United States. 

We plan to be in England from the end of October until December 19th but in January and February 

we plan to be in Milwaukee. However, I must caution you that winters can be very cold here and 

traveling in the winter can be chancy. Still it would be great to see you here. 
Thank you very much for your kind invitation. It will be a big honour to stay in your home. 
I am looking forward to meet you again, but also work on the materials you have collected. 
I would like to digitalise everything, what has some historical value, that it can be stored 

for future investigations as well as given to the public via our web (of course, if you 
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permit). I would later on discuss with you technical details ... I can bring with me Portable 
PC as well as scanner. 

Do you think you will find a little time to help me with selection of the most important 

documents? As you know, unfortunately, I can not read German and I assume, that most 

of the documents will be in this language. I hope not to ask too much, since I am sure your 
— time is very valuable. 

As I mentioned above, Professor Potacek has not replied to my long e-mail to him of July 31. 
However, I note that I have not replied to one technical query which he sent to Yechiel Bar-Chaim on 

July 23rd. That query reads "The Loschmidt fund has been raised up by 80,000 CZK (spent for 

buying support of equipment at Department of Organic Chemistry) and by interest for the whole 

period of deposition that is 84,349.27 CZK. It means the sum reached 1,423,111.61 CZK. It is up to 

you now to decide whether the fund should still be deposited at sub account of Masaryk University 

where the interest will be calculated according the regularly published interest rates by Czech National 

Bank like it was in the past. Alternatively, it is possible to found a new account for Loschmidt Chair 

at a bank and to get an evidence of this money and regular statements but of course any transfer and 

movement of money will be charged as well as a fee is paid regularly for having the account itself. 

Unfortunately nowadays the interest is very low (about 1.25%) and is still going down and I am afraid 

that the interest will not be able to cover all the expenses connected with the cost of the account." 

Neither Yechiel Bar-Chaim nor I have replied to this technical question simply because we do not 

know how to answer it. Certainly the 1,423,111 CZK should be used by you and I would like to ask 

you to make the decision exactly in which bank account this should be held. How can Professor 

Potacek expect someone in Paris or in Milwaukee to know how the Loschmidt Chair should hold the 

money? 

— Iwill start with your last question. I do not understand the attitude of Prof. Potacek. He is 

making all things related to Loschmidt Chair as difficult as possible. Originally I though this 

is because I (not chemist by training) received the Chair, but now my feeling is that this 
has nothing to do with me and even the best young organic chemist of the country would 

not be good enough for the Loschmidt Chair. It is fortunate, that people like Prof. 
Kocovsky, Prof. Skursky and both former and present Deans are so supportive to balance 

such an attitude. 

— On Thursday I spoke with the major economist of the Faculty (Ing. Zlomkova) asking her 

for advice whether to keep funds on the sub account of the Faculty or on account in the 
bank. To my surprise, she recommended the later option and informed about this proposal 

also Dean (Prof. Gelnar). The money would be transferred to the bank, while the sub 
account at the Faculty will still be used to "download the money" from the bank for my 
salary. The evidence of the money will be on both levels - bank and Faculty, which I 

believe may be appreciated also by you and Mr. Bar-Chaim. 

The money will be used for my salary (amount $20.000 per year) and the rest I plan to 

use for purchase of durable equipment for my research. Czech and European grant 

agencies provide only part of the total amount (~50%) and it was extremely difficult for 
me in the past to get the rest of the money (surprisingly enough the Czech grants can not 

be combined and my chances to get so called "institutional money" from the 

University were close to zero). 

Please, let me know if you agree with the proposal above (account in the bank and use of 

money mainly for the durable equipment). 
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This year's contribution of $20,000 for the Loschmidt Chair has now been sent by the Joint to the 

Masaryk University. The additional $5,000 will follow as soon as the new chemist starts his work. 

Prof. Gelnar contacted Dr. Storek and is waiting for his reply. 

Professor Christian Noe is an old chemist friend, a brilliant chemist, and now Dean at the University 

of Vienna. I hope that he will be the University's representative on the Lieben Prize committee. His 
home address is 

Rieglergasse 4 

Wien XVIII 

AUSTRIA 

and his home telephone number is 431 478 4091. It is so easy to drive from Brno to Vienna and you 

will really enjoy meeting Christian and perhaps also his wife, Marion, who is a medical doctor, and 
his three little girls. 

While you are in Vienna you should also meet another expert on Loschmidt who also knows a great 

deal about the history of chemistry in the Czech Republic. This is Dr. Robert Rosner whose telephone 

number is 431 769 8607. He also is a very old friend and both are described in my autobiography. 

~— Thank you so much for getting me in touch with such a prominent scientist. It will be both 

honour and a pleasure to meet them. I will first read about them in your book ... for me 

this has charm to meet "legends" from the books. 

Do you think it would be possible for me to visit also your collection of paintings during my 

visit to Milwaukee? I do not understand art too much, but this collection is special is also 
described in your book and was used on Sigma-Aldrich catalogues. 

Finally I would like to ask you again for a favour. Our Dean is considering to initiate some 

kind of evaluation of Faculty staff members, which should involve both pedagogical and 

scientific activities. The purpose is to show publicly that some people are working very hard 
and have appropriate results (e.g., articles in respected journals, good responses on 
lectures from students), while others do hardly anything (better say do "faculty politics" 

since they have more time for it). I am very positive about this idea, as I feel this could be 

the first step to bring "fresh air" to our old Departments and gradually increase quality of 

teaching and research. I promised the Dean to help him by collecting information how this 

is done at other Universities. I believe evaluation must be done in a very transparent, 
objective and decent way not to cause any harm (e.g., the use of impact factors for such 

evaluation can be very good if done carefully). Could you recommend me whom to ask? I 

am sure Prof. Noe and Prof. Kocovsky might be a good candidates and I will certainly 

contact them, but it would be good to have information how this is done also at (best) 
American universities. Thank you for any advice you can give me on this regards. 

It is late and corrections of the Ph.D. Thesis of my student are still waiting for me. I am 
looking forward to hearing from you. Take you time with response. 

Have a nice weekend, 
Jiri Damborsky 
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Dr. Jiri Damborsky 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 
National Centre for Biomolecular Research 
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Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 
Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph +420-5-41129377, fax +420-5-41129506 
e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/-~jiri 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/loschmidt 
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Subject: video tape 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Wed, 15 Oct 2003 22:11:14 +0200 

To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

Thank you for your kind letter and congratulations. I appreciate it very much indeed. 

It is a good news that the videotape of your lecture has already been recorded. I am 

looking forward to receive the parcel with the tape from you. Digitalisation of the audio 
record from an Austrian radio was successful so I am sure now we can digitalise your 

lecture to. I believe once made publicly available, your lecture will become the very 
valuable source of information about Josef Loschmidt for the visitors of Loschmidt web. 

Have a nice stay in England. 
Jiri Damborsky 
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Dr. Jiri Damborsky 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph +420-5-41129377, fax +420-5-41129506 
e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://nebr.chemi.muni.c2Z/~jiri 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/loschmidt 
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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

To: Jiri Damborsky 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2003 6:47 PM 

Subject: Re: EMBO Young Investigator Programme Results 2003 

Dear Professor Damborsky, 

I receive scores of e-mails every week but none this week will give me as much pleasure as yours of 

today advising me that you have received the EMBO/HHMI Award, truly a great honor. 

A videotape was made of my Couper-Loschmidt lecture at the Rochester Institute of Technology 

last Friday and I should receive that next week and then plan to mail it to you from England during 

the first week of November. 

Again, with heartiest congratulations and best wishes I remain 

Yours sincerely, 
Alfred Bader 

1 of 3 10/15/2003 3:25 PM 
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Jiri Damborsky wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

I would like to share with you my happiness. I hope that the award EMBO/HHMI 

Scientist will contribute to good name and of the Loschmidt Chair. 

Vouias 

Jiri Damborsky 

KR AA AK Ak Aa ow ae A A ak, AD A eke 

Dr. Jiri Damborsky 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarskal 2, 6ll Ss) Brno, ‘zee Republic 

ols) GAO SSNS 7), Stes GeO SAN SSO 
Serieubilg 4s) atieslClS lore iil, sunelonl, er 
lahore /pistelone sel Siel, qumbhola ters /oy a vel, 
Iniencjels // Mateos y ielnvennan pichaal oy) INesKe laugaiehe 
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SSeae= Original Message - 

From: "Kim Piggott" <piggott@embo.org> 
Osea) eee ChiemizamUnsan ez 
Sent: Wednesday, October 15, 2003 9:29 AM 

Subject: EMBO Young Investigator Programme Results 2003 

Project Number: 796 

The EMBO Selection Committee is pleased to announce that you have been 

chosen as an EMBO/HHMI Scientist. 

The EMBO/HHMI scientist title has been developed in conjunction with th 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) for applicants to the EMBO Young 

Investigator Programme from the Central European member states of the E 

(i.e. the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland). 

Recipients receive US$ 26 000 annually for the next three years from the 
HHMI and some benefits as received by the members of the EMBO Young 

Investigator Programme. 

You will receive further information very soon. 

Congratulations) on your selleceron. 

Regards Kim and Gerlind 

http: //www.embo.org/projects/yip/embo hhmi.html 
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news from Brno 

Subject: news from Brno 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Sat, 08 Oct 2005 21:17:43 +0200 (CEST) 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Alfred: 

Many regards from Brno. I am sending more news from Brno. 

We ace currentiy actively collaborating wen the first holder of 

Algred Bader Award for Orgenie Chemistry end former Ph.D. student 

@f Prot. Kocovsky ae br. Ivo Stery ac on development oO: probes 

fOr femtosecond spectroscopy. Ive and his Group will synthesize 

some molecules based on our desigm. If successful, we will be able 

to monitor behavior of waters inside proteins, which is 

SCLENLifically very interesting. 

I have been contacted again by people from PNNL to join the project 

on development of a new technology for mustard decontamination. 

Below I am sending this e-mail. It is very good I will have a 

Chance to meet people Erom PNNL personally during my visit to USA. 

The photos from your last lecture in Brno was put on the Internet. 

Vou Can find eEnem on Ene vaddmess: 

http: //www.alfred-bader.cz/photogaller.html. The web pages about 
= 

the winners of this year Bader award 2005 are in preparation. 

IT am looking forward to meeting you and Isabel in nearly one week 
4 
time. 

Best wishes, 

Cie i 

Sa Original Message - === 

From: “"Rainina, Evguenia I" <Evguenia.Rainina@pnl.gov> 

Rote Weiss ie Wamoonss aye a lee lemma an Wine ne ze 

Semmes Wnnesdavs October le 200s. U2 3.6 7AM 

Subject: RE: Greeting Erom tne Us and congratulations on your 

success with new enzyme. 

DSeue Wl aie al; 

Hope everything is fine and you are still planning to visit with us 

on October 24. 1 am wondering how will 2 recognize you when meet at 

the ailvoort in Pascoe om October 237 eu Ss ~ have your written mame 

ite Wands. So uiat you Will recognize ie: 

have Something te discuss with you anc untortunately [I cannot 

delay this) discussion to your Visit with us. 

1 of 3 10/10/2005 8:38 AM 





news from Brno 

my couple days ago 1 got new solicitation for the Proposal from the 

US DoD. This as very broad solicitetion, however one call fits 

very well to the concept and technology we are developing at PNNL. 

mean the decom of enclosed facilities based om enzymes or 

enzymatically active preps application. I am wondering whether you 

will ‘be willing "to ‘celFaberate with us on this project 2 we get 

funding. There is a very small chance we will get the funding 

because of a few reasons. The main reason is that we have only 3 

days to write 30-pages proposal and to do all formal paperwork 

associated with this) This is incredibly short time and there is no 

way we could do it very well. However, I am going to try. As we 

Say, who does not risk ever drinks champagne. So, I am going to 

ICAL ISH 

If we have more time we could get you as the designated 

collaborators on this project. In this case 1t would require a lot 

of documents from your University and you. As I have mentioned we 

have no time to proceed by this way. So that we have only 

altermmative approach to propese Eo work with you , to Sign Non 

Disclosure Agreement and Material Transfer Agreement between your 

University and PNNL and to use your enzyme (s) along with our 

composition and delivery system for decontamination of enclosed 

facilities and sensitive equipment. 

If you. agree with such approach and 1f we get our Proposal funded 

(SComMan vith!) er eaen ee PNNle couse sul COnEteaic ts Ollie Milena yierasus eyes waved 

ADD EOP ELAwe. COs sOr Jee Comusacie. 

As for now, I simply need to know if you agree to collaborate with 

PNNL on the system development. If so, do you allow me to 

incorporate the data on your enzyme activity toward HD. I mean the 

data, which is available through Internet. 21 would also appreciate 

if you provide me with any date you would like to promote. If you 

ever work with HD surrogates, please provide these data as well. 

Just to let you know we will be working with different 

ecellaborators and they will provide us with their enzymes. Enzymes 

will remained their IP obviously. Whatever we get with those 

enzymes: in application with PNNL System will be join IP with each 

provider and developer. 

Osan 

would Very Much appreciate your prompt response simply becavse 1 

have no time prior deadline. The due date for proposal submission 

iS OCE OM Cis mule. 

Thank you very much. Hope to hear from you soon 

Sincerely, 

genia 

Evgenia Rainina 

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

FOB? 999, MSIN KR2=21 

Richland, WA 99352 

10/10/2005 8:38 AM 2 of 3 





news from Brno 

Piney SOO 3 7a Soke 

Fax: 509-375-6666 

e-mail: evguenia.rainina@pnl.gov 

CF CaP Ta Toy Ted Cs od La Yah PAG ae TAD Tah Ae Pak Pah AT AS God 74S od Tod PAG LD ad Sah TAR RAL TAT MAGNE SD aT ToT cad AP ee Lose Pat Pas) Cah Ras eas ea 

Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Joset Loschmiat Professor of Chemistry 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

IMoOcleiesita 2, Olli S7 Biante, Cxveela iRejouloll ie 

jl 220 SS —-AQWOSNG ] , wes AZO S—AgAagZoa ae 

e-mails Jiri@chemi. mundi cz 

http: //loschmidt. chemi .muni .cz/peg 
http://www. loschmidt.cz 
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the first article from Loschmidt Laboratories 

Subject: the first article from Loschmidt Laboratories 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Thu, 25 Aug 2005 15:26:59 +0200 (CEST) 

To: baderfa@execpe.com 

Dear Alfred: 

I am pleased to send you a reprint of the very first scientific paper published on 

behalf of Loschmidt Laboratories. I hope that many more papers presenting good 

selence will follow providing promotion Of Josek Loschmidt within Sseventriic 
community. Enjoy the article. 

Sincere regards, 

Wialnceat 

Loschmidt Laboratories have not been officially established yet, but I could 

ipate this when submitting a manuscript for 

TAaEeie OSE OOMe cme On Oualiy) ie. 

a 
publication (original deadline was 

a ee a a aa 

cientist 

£ Chemistry 

University, Facu Science 

ph 420-5-49493 
1 @¢ themi .n 

‘Ov. ex aC 

a - daly iE 

lamsike 2), Gli si7) Bene, Czech Repu ace 

e-mail: 

ade Mer die. ee. ir die aie, Sir Wie kr eka Sir PS Da Ae oP ht ER Rr PE PN Scat A fake ie, Si take She Sie te, Re iy a Bi Pa Par Pies Ses oF 
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Re: a visit 

Subject: Re: a visit 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Fri, 26 Aug 2005 22:41:22 +0200 (CEST) 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

sure for mé to join you for the lecture and learn about 

srely Vooking fonrwarces te) Ene) vasa. 

Have a nice weekend with Isabel, 

=—— Puvodna zoravieal == 

Od: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@e 

Predmet: Re: a visit a, Si 

Daisuinns ZO Cl OSs Zale sila 

Dear Jiri, 

namie you Or sous "mani ok “coday. 

We look forward to seeing you in Milwaukee between Tuesday, October 18th, and 

Eeudays, OCtwoben eZilisite. 

On Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 I have to give a lecture at the Marquette 

University Law School discussing with students various interesting experiences 

in dealing with old master paintings. You might enjoy coming with me to the 

ieceunsce. 

Please let me know when your flights have been finalized. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred Bader 

Damborsky Jiri wrote: 

> Dear Alfred: 

> Thank you for your message. I am also looking forward to meeting you > and 

iseloeiy, 

> 1 an ame touch with Dis. Johnson and Prot, Reardon (Colorade State —> 

University) to find out when they will be available. A few days ago, I > was 

also contacted by Dr. Rainina from Pacific Northwest National > Laboratory who 

would like te start collaboration with our group, thus > 2 may extend Journey 

also to Richmond. 
> 

> Would it be suitable for you if I arrive to Milwaukee on > Tuesday/Wednesday 

18/19th and leave to Fort Collins on Thursday/Friday > 20/21st? The exact dates 

would depend on flights. The discussion with > Dr. Johnson would take place on 
Wednesday or Thursday. 

> 

> Please, let me know if these dates suits you and I will start booking > the 

ip ake s Thank you. 

> Best wishes, 

> operant 

>> = PUnn@CiOn ZAISICENE) RHR Sea 

>> Od: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

>> Pxnecmeis Rey che furse arrucle Erom Loschmude Weborarorves 

>> Daum Zone 200s Zn 09 3238 

>> - = 

>> Dear Jara, 

>> >> We look forward to seeing you during the second half of October 2005 

8/26/2005 3:45 PM 





Re: a visit 

>> and I have kept the last two weeks pretty open. But we have to >> leave 

for London on October 29th. 

>> >> Please let me know aS soon as you kn whe! IE eX: I lwaukee 

> > Fond regards, 

>> Alfrec 

> 

> 

> This message scanned for viruses by CoreComm 
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9sef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 
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Loschmidt diaries installed on Internet 

Subject: Loschmidt diaries installed on Internet 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Sun, 19 Jun 2005 01:15:40 +0200 (CEST) 

To: baderfa@execpe.com 

Alfred: 

happy to 

ochmi dt 

inte 

We" have (starved preparing ‘che pr on DVD and exhibition about Josef L 

Two professionals —- historia rom Masaryk University - are going to co 

with me romotion DVD will S and gqiven co the atvrcendan 

ecuunes. As pare OG prepara meseanch an the archives 2 

ducted. 

Josef Loschmidt during lecture yell. about 

was invi a camp young chemi (Toresuimeniay 

be for Salers I l talk about 

audienc Oo itGhe“ ss Sere yy 
can enjoy it 

en) oying RR UL 

eet get og ee ee th Tae ae ae ae ae ae oe oe 

Scientist 

of Chemi 

Wf One 
en Repubiere 

a a a a a a 

yiruse 

1 of | 

schmidt 

laborate 

s of the 

extended 
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Re: good news 

Subject: Re: good news 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri(@seznam.cz> 

Date: Tue, 06 Sep 2005 21:06:47 +0200 (CEST) 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred: Thank you for your kind words. They mean a lot for me since they came 

I will pass your message also to other of the group. We will keep working 

hard fer necognition of "Loschmidt laboratories” and our University. 

Best wishes, Jiri 

a oe ea Od AliaSd Baden hime waintes 

bac Res good news Daluum: Wie. 9.2005 i197 silo 
Sega oe Pe == = SSS 2e55SScsses= Dear Jara, 

Oo happy that Dr. Prokop was awarded the Barder Prize for 

: I lates are making the Chemist you and your associ 
\ 

Z 
+y 

AS ete) Wiaiwe nown 

s, Alfred 

Ove Ie Wis@leer 

dz ei would i to share with you good news that my research 

bynek Prokop v invanced AlEred Bacdew Prize wos Bloorganwe Chemnuseny: 

so happy! > >Best wishes, > Jiri 

SERS BG, Coa Lae eh Ee Be et MRS LES Wes Nac AS ULE TCs ee Oy alloca, “IDehioKencmrewer, TEMMEOy Mat ail It 

Professor Of Chemistry > Masaryk University, Faculty 

‘ 5 } 11 37 Brno, Czech Republic ph 420- 493467, £a 

e-mail: jiri@chemi.n ee oschm uni.cz/peg 
= Faia ae te ga eT Te , era arene Tete EP ESER er 
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appointment with Dr. Johnson 

Subject: appointment with Dr. Johnson 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Fri, 02 Sep 2005 06:24:26 +0200 (CEST) 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred: 

Dr. Johnson suggested we meet on October 19th at 9 a.m. in Teutonia campus. 

looking forward to it very much - both to meet in person Dr. Johnson and to 

heart of company you have founded. Thank you for suggesting I arrange for 

appointment. I would never think about such a possibility by myself. 

Best wishes, 

Chae 

Ger ti tr TU SA Sar Pca SE TOAD CATA Se Ae ATP eA PA Pee OST TE Tite Sits Se MSE Bee Gee ee ne she a AP awe pe ic teeter, ir Ak Se eee pce 

Hello Dr. Damborsky, 

Thank you for the message. 

i heve seserved Ocrober 1th trom F300 vam untwe noon co meee with you. 1 suggest 

we meet at our Teutonia campus in the administration building. Directions to from 

the airport to our campus are attached below. If you need directions from another 

leecatvon TO eur Lacilicy, LT will q@ladly provide them: 

I look forward to meeting you. 

Barry Johnson 

VacerPEesicent Chemistry Marketing 

Sioma—-Aldremeh Corporation 

6000 N. Teutonia Ave. 

Milwaukee, WI 

Tel: (414) 438- 
Has: (414) 438- 

Cell: career! 
Senseo 
emalt: ODJ]OnNSO 

Kak KR KK RRR RK KK RRR KKK KE KKK RAK KAKA KKK XK 

Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Keeiarcskar 2, cll 37 Brno, Czech Republi ac 

ph 420-5-49493467, fax 420-5-49492556 

e-mail: “4arie hemi.muni.cz 
ttre Pipa % iV 1 { 

p://www.loschmidt.cz 
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a letter from Dr. Rainina 

Subject: a letter from Dr. Rainina 

From: Damborsky Jiri <Damborsky.jiri@seznam.cz> 

Date: Fri, 26 Aug 2005 08:42:39 +0200 (CEST) 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

vguenia.Rainin 

y, August 23, 2005 1:39 AM 
sting from the Us and congratulations on your succes iO) o = (ea D _ a 3} 3 

Dear Dr. Damborsk\ 

Recently I have heard exiting news regarding your success with the enzyme capable 

for HD degradation/deactivation. 

Here, ‘dkwthne Us DOE Pacitve Norehwest National Laboratory we NG) Ze 

environmentally safe technology for deactivation of chemical a 

hazardous contaminants We already have some significant succ 5 g 

and the combination of your enzyme with our technology SoOuUicl Joraauinie, see etl 

to you and to your enzyme as well as to the 

I could not find the information on your enzy y 

announcement. I do believe it is because of busine ivi ‘not 

Expect EO) wecerve the detail aneronumationm f£2om you no 

business sensitive, but I do believe if we find the corre wa) Ome two 

sensitive technologies it would benefit all of us, and more important it would 

add the quality to current approaches for Mustard deactivation. In the light of 

Current events all around, the World I think the collaboration between the 

Scientists 2s the only possibility to add the quali! 

ty to our life and particularly to international capability to withstand 

I would very much appreciate your response to understand whether you do have 

intentions and interests to collaborate with us. S 

Sincerely, 

Evgenia Rainina 

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

POB 999, MSIN K2—21 

Richland, WA 99352 

einem? sO 2 si Fos 
Fax: HOS) / Saws 
e-mail: evguenia.rainina@pnl.gov 
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Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

Ma kK University, Faculty of sevence sary 
Kotlarska 2, oll 37 Brno Czech Republve 

on) 420=5— 4949846 ye ea 70a 4 94:92 S516 

e-mail: yiri@chemi. mun dt 5 

httr I 
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eae 

I also am so happy that Dr. Prokop was awarded the Barder Prize for Bioorganic Chemistry. 

Gradually you and your associates are making the Chemistry Department of Masaryk University really 

well known. 

Dear Jiri, 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

Damborsky Jiri wrote: 

Dear Alfred: 

I would like to share with you good news that my research assistant Zbynek Prokop 

was awarded Alfred Bader Prize for Bioorganic Chemistry 2005. I am so happy! 

Best wishes, 
ara 

KK KKK KKK KKK KEK KKK KEKE KK KKKHK KKK KKK KKK KKK KKK 

Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt : iE Chemistry: 

Masaryk University 

I@iedlenesi<el 2° lil shi Bheinley, (Cree 

20-5-49493467, fax 420-5-49492556 

Le FiEewechema mune 
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Subject: good news 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Tue, 13 Jul 2004 18:03:57 +0200 

To: "Bader Alfred & Isabel" <baderfa@execpe.com> 

Dear Alfred: 

Iam writing to share one good news with you. 

Dr. Lumir Krejci, very able molecular biologist currently doing postdoc at Yale University in 

USA, will start working at our Faculty in 2005. I met with Dr. Krejci yesterday and was 

happy to hear this news from him. 

I kept contact with Dr. Krejci during several years of his postdoc encouraging him to come 

back to the Czech Republic and providing him with the necessary information about 
conditions at the Faculty. Iam happy to see that this indeed seems to be a way of bringing 

young scientists back to the country from abroad. This gives me a lot of satisfaction and 

optimism for the future. 

Best wishes, 

Jiri 

P.S. Dr. Krejci is working on molecular biology aspects of cancer (DNA reparation system). 

We see some possibilities for collaboration, but I can also imagine collaboration between 
Dr. Krejci and Dr. Paruch, who is working on CDK2 inhibitors (involved in regulation of cell 

cycle). 

2K OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK 2K OK OK OK OK OK KK AK OK OK OK KOK OK OK OK 

Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph 420-5-49493467, fax 420-5-49492556 
e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 
http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/~jiri 

http://www.loschmidt.cz 
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Subject: news from Brno 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri(@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Tue, 6 Jul 2004 19:44:37 +0200 

To: "Bader Alfred & Isabel" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred: 

Although you may still be unreachable by e-mail, I am sending to you some news from 

Brno. I hope this letter will find you and Isabel at good health. 

I will start with some news from Science, as this is currently my highest priority. I am 

trying to catch up with publishing the latest results. Our manuscript describing a novel 

statistical method (called Bi-fi Partial Least Squares Projection to Latent Structure) was 

accepted for publication. This method will hopefully find use in various fields (biochemistry, 

food chemistry, ecotoxicology, etc.) where complex data need to be analysed. Two other 

manuscripts we have submitted to American Chemical Society journals. In the laboratory, 
we have cloned dehalogenase enzyme to yeast. This should make possible large scale 

production of enzyme in bioreactors on preparative scale. 

My second priority was to issue a patent application. I spent several days on searching 

electronic databases on Internet to make most comprehensive list of dehalogenating 

enzymes that could be covered by our patent. Total number is 43 enzymes, which is much 

larger number then I expected (the list is important also for our future research). The text 

of the patent is written now and will provided to the specialist (lawyer) for patents this 

week. After I get beck the draft from him, I will send it also to you and also to Dr. Rosner's 

sister. 

I have two good news related to Loschmidt Chair activities. Dr. Lubomir Janda, able young 
molecular biologist, who spent several years on postdoc at the University of Vienna, has 
started working at our Faculty. He will be working 50% at the University of Vienna and 

50% at Masaryk University initially, but plan to work full time at Masaryk University later 

(his family moved to Brno already). Last week I was also visited by Dr. Kamil Paruch last 
week (Bader Fellow from Columbia University currently working for Schering). He is 

strongly interested in coming back to Czech Republic and get the permanent position at 

Masaryk University in about 2-3 years period. I gave him some advices related to 
application procedure and search for funding in the Czech Republic. We have also found 

some common research interests that would allow us to collaborate with "Loschmidt 
Laboratories" in the future (on synthesis of building blocks for pharmaceutical 

compounds). 

Finally, some news from private life. Martina and David are currently at the summer camp 

for mothers with children. I spent a weekend with them. Now, I am back in Brno, but look 

forward to take a few days off next week and join my them visiting small cottage 50 km 

near Brno (we hired the cottage for whole summer). Martina is excited that she can escape 

with David from hot Brno this summer. 

Martina is sending her best regards to you and Isabel. 
Jiri 

2K KOK OK OK OK 2K OK OK OK KK KOK OK AK KK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK AK OK OK OK OK OK OK 2K 

Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 
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National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph 420-5-49493467, fax 420-5-49492556 

e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 

http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/~jiri 
http://www.loschmidt.cz 
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Subject: letter from Prof. Skursky 

From: "Jiri Damborsky" <jiri@chemi.muni.cz> 

Date: Thu, 1 Jul 2004 10:12:55 +0200 

To: "Bader Alfred & Isabel" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Alfred and Isabel: 

I hope you hade a nice stay in England and enjoyed the summer there. I am missing your 

e-mails and look forward to continue our correspondence whenever you can make a time 
for it. 

I passed your regards and thanks to Professor Skursky last week. Below I am sending the 

letter, which he wrote as the reply and asked me to type it for you (he is leaving for 

vacation today). I should probably tell you, that after I left you in the Hotel International in 

the evening on June 14th, I took some of the flowers from the 

celebration and visited Professor Skursky, gave the flowers to his wife (I felt it is fair if she 
share them with Martina) and also explained to him, that you were tired after 

long day, wanted enjoy a visit to my family and meet Martina with David. I was very happy 

to see that there are no bad feelings from his side - I could not wish any better end of the 

day, which was so special for me and my family. 

Best regards, 

Jiri 
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Dear dr. Bader, 

Jiri told me about your unsuccessful attempts to reach me by phone. Sorry, but should you have had 
only the intention to thank me, there is nothing to regret. In preparing the symposium | only 

insignificantly assisted to Jiri. Anyway, whatever could i do in some favour of you and Dr. Isabel would 
be only a minor expression of my gratitude for what you have been doing for the Czech chemists. 
Several of them are my pupils. Any teacher's relation to his pupils always remember that of a father to 

some extent. Many, many thanks to both of you 

Sincerely yours L. Skursky 
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Jiri Damborsky, EMBO/HHMI Scientist 

Josef Loschmidt Professor of Chemistry 

National Centre for Biomolecular Research 

Masaryk University, Faculty of Science 

Kotlarska 2, 611 37 Brno, Czech Republic 

ph 420-5-49493467, fax 420-5-49492556 
e-mail: jiri@chemi.muni.cz 
http://ncbr.chemi.muni.cz/vjiri 

http://www.loschmidt.cz 
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